Double-balloon Trapping for Coil Embolization of Ruptured Internal Carotid Artery Aneurysm: A Novel Technique

Abstract
Introduction: Endovascular treatment of complex ruptured aneurysms in the internal carotid (IC) artery is extremely challenging. Navigation of double-balloon catheters becomes all the more difficult in tortuous vessels. Patients and Methods: A 57-year-old female with more than three times previously ruptured left IC artery aneurysm with subarachnoid hemorrhage had a left IC small aneurysm with a neck of 3.2 mm. Proximal and distal balloons were inflated in left IC artery in respect to the aneurysm, to prevent further rupture during navigation of the microcatheter and first coil. Discussion: The technique uses two balloons placed proximal and distal to the ruptured aneurysm, to reduce further bleeding, just as the application of temporary clips, followed by inertia of coils rapidly to obliterate the aneurysm. Conclusion: It is a novel technique of double-balloon trapping of proximal and distal segment of IC artery with aneurysm coil embolization technique as an alternative to balloon-assisted coil embolization in patients with ruptured aneurysm.
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Introduction
Endovascular techniques for the treatment of intracranial aneurysm have evolved significantly since the introduction of Guglielmi detachable coils in the early 1990s.[1] Complex wide-necked intracranial aneurysms are, however, extremely challenging to treat by endovascular techniques.

Balloon-assisted coiling (BAC) has been accepted as an adjunctive technique for the endovascular treatment of complex wide-necked intracranial aneurysms.[2-10] When the anatomy is unfavorable, BAC alone may not be sufficient to prevent coil protrusion into the parent vessel, and an intracranial stent may be needed as a supporting scaffold. This can potentially add to the complexity of the case, especially in situations with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage where antiplatelet treatment before stent deployment may not be advisable.

Many modifications to BAC[11-14] have been described to address concerns regarding coil prolapse, prolonged ischemic times during temporary occlusion, and lack of durability of coiling. In balloon-assisted rapid intermittent sequential coil embedding, a predetermined number of coils (usually between three and five coils per balloon inflation cycle) was deployed in the wide-necked aneurysm within a maximum balloon inflation time of 5 min. This allows multiple coils to brace with each other and form stable scaffolding for the deployment of further coils.

We describe our experience with a double-balloon trapping technique of proximal and distal segment of internal carotid (IC) artery with aneurysm coil embolization technique as an alternative to BAC and stent-assisted coil embolization in patients with ruptured aneurysm and in relative contraindications for stent-assisted coil embolization such as unfavorable tortuous vascular anatomy or parent artery too small for stent deployment.

Patients and Methods
A 57-year-old female with more than three times previously ruptured after her admission with left IC artery aneurysm and in relative contraindications for stent-assisted coil embolization presented to World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies Grade 5 [Figure 1]. She had a left IC small aneurysm with a neck of 3.2 mm [Figure 2]. We planned an emergency endovascular coil embolization under general anesthesia. Proximal and distal balloons were inflated in left IC...
artery in respect to the aneurysm, to prevent further rupture during navigation of the microcatheter and first coil.

**Technique**

The procedure was performed in a dedicated biplane neuroangiography suite (GE, United States) under general anesthesia.

Our procedure for double-balloon trapping included unilateral femoral arterial access and placement of an 8F access sheath. An 8F balloon guiding Optimo 90 cm (Tokai Medical Products, Aichi, Japan); catheter with 5F JB-2 125 cm (Medikit co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan); and Radifocus 0.035 wire 150 cm (Terumo, Tokyo, Japan) were used.

A TransForm 4 × 10 (Stryker Neurovascular, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) balloon was navigated into the distal IC beyond the aneurysm. After a Headway preshaped 90° microcatheter (Terumo) with a CHIKAI 14 microguidewire (Asahi Intecc, Aichi, Japan) was navigated just front of the aneurysmal neck, the balloon of Optimo was inflated. Next, the TransForm balloon was inflated at just distal of the aneurysmal neck. Then, temporary double-balloon trapping was built. Under the double-balloon trapping, the microcatheter was navigated and a Target 360 Ultra 3.5 × 8 coil (Stryker) was deployed into the aneurysm as a frame. Next, the TransForm balloon was deflated and the Optimo balloon was subsequently deflated with manual aspiration of the congestive blood between two balloons. The occlusion time was 150 s. After checking angiogram, systemic heparinization was induced.

The patient was treated with Target 360 Ultra 3.5 × 8, Target nano 360 2.5 × 4, and Target nano helical 1.5 × 3, 1.5 × 2, 1 × 2 (Stryker) coils with a rapid detachment system. A total of five coils were used. Hemostasis was achieved using 7F ExoSeal (Cordis Corporation, a Johnson and Johnson Company; Bridgewater, NJ).

TransForm 4 × 10 balloons were inserted just distal to the ruptured aneurysm in the vessel to stop further bleeding and guidance to navigate a microcatheter into an aneurysm as a wall. As this positioning of the balloon is dangerous to increase blood flow into the aneurysm, the proximal balloon of the guiding catheter should be inflated former. Unlike the traditional approach, in this technique, we place a predetermined number of coils (usually between three and five coils per balloon inflation cycle) during a maximum balloon inflation time of 5 min. The balloon is then deflated to allow cerebral reperfusion and to evaluate if any coil loops are prolapsing into the parent artery. Balloon inflation is never carried out for longer than 5 min to reduce ischemic time [Figure 3].

On postoperative day 2, a check magnetic resonance imaging diffusion-weighted imaging was performed, which showed no infarcts [Figure 4]. The patient was discharged on a postoperative day 22 with no deficits [Figure 5].

**Discussion**

Initially, the balloon-remodeling technique had permitted the endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms with an unfavorable dome-to-neck ratio.[15] In several cases, two balloon catheters were used proximal to the circle of Willis to prevent the encroachment of coils onto the parent artery.[16] Despite mastery of remodeling technique in many interventional neuroradiology clinics, endovascular treatment of complex aneurysms in small arteries is still challenging.[7]
The requirement for dual antiplatelet medication, however, represents one significant potential drawback of the application of intracranial balloons and stents for aneurysm treatment. This is an important issue in the setting of acute subarachnoid hemorrhage, in which platelet inhibition could potentially result in a significant risk of bleeding complications, especially if a ventricular drain is required. Many modifications such as “double-balloon”[11-13] and double-microcatheter technique[18,19] have been described for treating complex wide-necked aneurysms. Simultaneously, navigating two balloon catheters, however, may be difficult in tortuous vascular anatomy. The presence of multiple catheters may be difficult in small vessel diameter and may cause catheter-induced vasospasm.[11] These techniques also pose a high risk of the parent artery rupture[9] and thromboembolic events.[11] Importantly, they do not solve the problem of framing coil prolapse after the balloon(s) is/are deflated. Kelly et al.[12] described placing multiple coils during each balloon inflation cycle, which they named the “conglomerate mass technique.” The technique was aimed at reducing ischemic time and coil prolapse and at enhancing coil mass stability.

Our technique uses two balloons placed proximal and distal to the ruptured aneurysm, to reduce further bleeding, just as the application of temporary clips. Finally, coils are inserted rapidly to obliterate the aneurysm. The time for which the balloons remain inside the vessel should be reduced to a maximum of 5 min. Alternatively, the balloons can be deflated for the passage of blood. We completed the coiling in a time frame of <5 min.

The advantage of double-balloon trapping method with compliant balloons is that it permits the treatment of wide-necked aneurysms. Although the simultaneous use of multiple catheters is a potential risk factor for thromboembolic events during coiling, the risk may be at least partly offset because the two balloons prevent the encroachment of coils into the parent artery.

The present case was critical condition with repeated aneurysmal re-rupture after her arrival. Therefore, we thought that the small aneurysm was extremely fragile. The double-balloon trapping method is concepted from aneurysmal clipping. In the operation of clipping, we try to confirm both of proximal and distal parent arteries before exposure of aneurysms. Our balloon guiding catheter is used to be a proximal temporary clip. The proximal balloon should be inflated before the distal balloon to avoid increasing blood flow into the aneurysm. This proximal flow control also makes the distal balloon place easily at the precise point [Figure 6]. Furthermore, under the double balloon trapping, we can control a microcatheter absolute free. A neck-bridging stent also can be deployed if need especially in case of a blister-like aneurysm.

The double-balloon trapping technique has some disadvantages. First, the risk of thromboembolic complication is higher than the conventional procedure. We use systemic heparinization just after the deployment of the first coil. After the distal balloon is deflated, the proximal
guiding balloon is subsequently deflated with manual aspiration of the congestive blood between two balloons to avoid debris migrating. Potential complications such as complete prolapse of entire mass of multiple coils after balloon deflation can occur, although it was not found in this patient. This could be due to multiple coils bracing each other within the aneurysm and forming stable scaffold for deployment of further coils. As with any novel technique, there is a learning curve to gain technical expertise. Future larger series with long-term digital subtraction angiographic follow-up is required to confirm these preliminary results.

**Conclusion**

Double-balloon trapping technique allows good packing and affords a stable configuration across a ruptured aneurysm. This technique may provide an alternative to stent-assisted coiling or balloon-assisted rapid intermittent sequential coiling in patients with acutely ruptured small and blistered aneurysm.
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